Maintx For Efficient
Maintenance Management
Quality Software Solution For All Assets

is a fully featured platform for any maintenance management. It is highly suitable
✔ Maintx
for deploying all maintenance strategies for control, and for repair work in a wide range of
sectors.
Maintx you can implement any strategy you choose for a physical asset: essential
✔ Using
care, and statutory tasks, planned preventative maintenance, and risk-based reliabilitycentred maintenance.
platform helps you record and keep a complete history of all events, actions,
✔ The
charges, reports, and observations and plus a lot more. Using this you can increase
productivity, and reduce downtime and failures.

Benefits
✔ Reduce equipment

failures and downtime

✔ Save money and time
with parts and supplies

✔ Finish maintenance
work on-time

✔ Improve health,
safety, and compliance

✔ Increase maintenance
productivity

✔ Extend Asset life
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Comprehensive Solution For All
Your Maintainable Assets

Preventive Maintenance:
Using Maintx you can define prescriptive tasks including inspections and calibration to
establish preventive schedules with complete history audits.

Asset Management:
Using Maintx you can achieve the control needed to more efficiently track and manage
asset and location data throughout the asset life-cycle.

Asset-Related Inventory Management:
Using Maintx you get a detailed overview of all your asset-related inventory and its usage
including what, when, where, how many and how valuable.

Made by Maintsoft:
Maintx is made by Maintsoft Ltd in Reykjavik Iceland since 1994. Our mission is to make
your maintenance work easier, more secure and efficient.

Benefits At A Glance:
Management of assets is a complex and demanding activity. Maintx helps you ensure
your assets are always available in good, safe, reliable, and effective working order
for use whenever needed.
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